ABSTRACT Due to the huge number of objects/things connected to the Internet of Things (IoT) which are embedded with electronics, software, and sensors, the IoT creates many exciting applications such as smart grids, smart homes, and smart cities. In the IoT, the sensing and control of objects/things can be abstracted as a task, in which many sensing devices sense and collect data. However, the substantial case studies show that by simply connecting them without further collaboration among the objects/things will lead to the bad performance of the system. With the number of sensing devices connected to the IoT increases, the collaboration for completing the task is becoming more and more urgent. In this paper, a Collaborative Multi-Tasks Data Collection Scheme (CMDCS) is proposed to solve the problem by constructing a collaborative platform for task publisher and data reporter. The main contribution of CMDCS includes the following two aspects: (1) a Task Unit Bid-based task selection strategy is proposed to select the task which can bring higher profits to the system, in which the Task Unit Bid is the ratio of task bid to the amount of data which are needed to collect sensing tasks; and (2) a greedy contributed density-based data collector set selection method is proposed to reduce the cost of data collection so as to maximize system profit, in which the contribution density is used to measure the contribution of a single data collector to a specific sensing task. A large number of experiments have been carried out to verify the effectiveness of our proposed strategy. The experiments show that compared to the traditional data collection strategy Random Task selection with Coverage First Reporter selection, in which the Task Unit Bid and Contribution Density are not used, the profit of the system is improved by 92.08%.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of microprocessor technology, the volume of sensing devices is becoming smaller and smaller, while sensing functions and contents are becoming richer and richer. The computing power, storage capacity and communication ability of sensing devices are greatly improved [1] - [3] . As a result, more and more objects/things embedded with sensing devices connected to the internet have been developed [4] - [6] , which greatly promotes the development of The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Huan Zhou.
Internet of Things (IoT) [7] , [8] . These sensing devices are expected to be more widely used in practice in the future [9] - [12] . The development of this trend is mainly due to the following two factors: (1) On the one hand, the number of objects/things embedded with sensing devices connected to Internet of Thing is extremely huge [1] . And they are distributed in various places in practical sensing environment [13] - [15] , thus laying a material foundation for applications based on sensing [16] - [18] . These sensing devices include traditional sensor devices deployed in various applications [19] - [21] , such as sensor nodes deployed in wireless sensor network [22] , [23] , sensing devices in industrial production lines [24] , agriculture [25] , environment [26] , ecosystem [27] , and traffic monitoring [28] . According to [1] , since 2011, the number of objects connected to the Internet of Things worldwide has exceeded the population and is up to 9 billion. It is also expected that by 2020, 24 billion devices will be connected to the network [1] . (2) With objects/things embedded with sensing devices connected to the Internet of Things (IoT) reaching a certain scale, IoT creates many exciting applications (e.g., smart grids, smart homes, and smart cities) by enabling objects/things to collect and exchange data so that they can be sensed and controlled [29] - [31] . There are many such applications based on the data collection and exchange. In such applications, a large number of objects/things (e.g., people, vehicles, etc.) embedded with sensing devices submit sensing data to the data center to establish the applications. For example, the Waze project is such an application based on data collection and exchange [32] . The real-time vehicle location information is sent to Waze by the sensing devices embedded in the vehicle, so that Waze can get real-time traffic information which will be processed and provided to travelers. With the realtime traffice services provided by Waze, travelers can plan their travels to avoid traffic congestion, save fuel or time, improve travel comfort and so on. WeatherLah application is also a weather application based on data collection and exchange [33] . This application is carried out by crowdsourcing. WeatherLah publishes the task of data collection. Then, a large number of sensing devices in the network can report the sensing data to WeatherLah [33] . In this way, the meteorological department can obtain detailed meteorological data.
However, most of the applications currently developed are specific applications. These applications have to build their own specific platforms, which make the crowdsourcing difficult to be applied universally [32] , [33] . On the other hand, most of these applications lack collaboration [34] . Substantial case studies show that simply connecting the objects/things while without further collaboration among the objects/things will lower the performance or increases the system cost for IoT. And even worse, some applications may not be carried out because of the lack of the collaboration [31] . There are many reasons for this situation. One of the most important reasons is the limited resources. Without a certain mechanism, negotiation between task publishers and data collectors will lead to bad collaboration, which makes it hard to develop large-scale IoT [1] , [5] , [10] , [31] .
The main reasons for this situation are as follows: (1) Data collector needs to consume certain resources, such as time, energy, communication resources and bandwidth, as well as facing other security threats caused by data collection. Therefore, from the perspective of protecting their own interests, if there isn't any collaboration mechanism and incentive mechanism, data collector will be reluctant to collect data [1] , [31] . (2) There is a lack of collaboration platform which is of vital importance to many small and medium-sized applications. Waze and WeatherLah are projects organized by the applicants themselves [32] , [33] . But in IoT, most of the applications cannot build their own platforms. Although there are a large number of applications, many applications cannot be carried out because of the lack of the platform even though the amount of data needed is small [35] , [36] . On the other hand, because of the absence of a collaborative platform, a large number of data collectors cannot contribute data to sensing tasks although they have available resources [1] , [31] . (3) In many previous studies, only the feasibility of technology is considered, while the profits of the system are not considered. In fact, both task, data reporter and collaboration platform need to gain profits in the process of collaboration so that they can maintain the enthusiasm of continued collaboration. Therefore, for the collaboration platform, it is necessary to consider maximizing the profits of collaborators. Although some studies have put forward strategies to maximize profits, these strategies are not suitable for the crowdsourcing network because these incentive mechanisms are designed from the economic point of view rather than the market mechanism. For example, in some studies, only the number of data samplers is taken as the incentive standard. From the point of these studies, the task is considered to be completed if the system collects the specific amount of data samples. In fact, different tasks require different data at different times and locations. It is necessary to make the collected data more uniformly distributed in the network. If a large amount of data is collected at the same time and location, while there is little or no data at other data sampling points, the requirements of the sensing task cannot be satisfied at all. Therefore, in the later researches, some researchers put forward the concept of data coverage, which means that the collected data needs to cover the whole area of interest. Although it is an improvement compared with the previous research, this kind of researches on data collection is still based on a single data sample. In practice, data reporters such as mobile phone holders, or vehicles, collect data in a continuous and mobile way [37] - [39] . If motivated only by a single data sample reward, these reporters will not participate in the crowdsourcing network to collect only one data sample. Such short-sighted data collection strategies are often not suitable for the actual situation. The data collection strategy of the system will be challenged if the data collection unit is a single reporter rather than a data sample which will collect data for a continuous period of time. Because in the strategy of taking a single data sample as the data collection unit, the choice of data sample selection is considered independently. In the strategy of taking reporter as data collection unit, once a reporter is selected, it means that the data samples of the data collector are all selected for a period of time. In this way, if n reporters are selected to cover interested regions, the data samples of n reporters may duplicate in some data sampling points, while in some data sampling points there is no data or little data, which makes the method proposed by the previous strategies, cannot be applied in this situation. (4) The issue of maximizing the profit of the collaborative platform. As an intermediary between sensing task and data collector, the profits of collaborative platform itself are also a key factor for its vitality, which has not been paid enough attention to in previous studies. In fact, the profits of the collaborative platform come from two aspects: on the one hand, choosing the right task to obtain the bid of the task as income; on the other hand, choosing the right data collector for the task to reduce the cost. The difference between the total income and cost is the profit of the collaboration platform. Obviously, in order to maximize the profit of the collaboration platform, we need a whole set of selection strategies of task and data reporter [40] . IoT generates all kinds of tasks at any time, and the number of tasks is very large. Each task has different attributes such as the data collection time, location, number of data to be collected, and the bid it can pay is also different. Because the number of data collectors in the crowdsourcing network is limited and the capacity of the platform is limited, not all the sensing tasks can be completed. Therefore, for the platform, an intelligent method is needed to select the task that brings the greater profits to the platform. On the other hand, the platform needs to select the appropriate data collectors for the task to perform the task to reduce the cost. As mentioned above, the design of selection strategy taking data collector as data collection unit is also very challenging. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such flexible and widely applicable collaborative platform as we discussed above. The lack of such a collaboration platform makes many sensing tasks cannot be completed and makes many data collector with available resources cannot report data to the platform to earn a reward.
In this paper, a Collaborative Multi-Tasks Data Collection Scheme (CMDCS) is proposed to solve these problems by constructing a collaborative platform for task publisher and data collector. The main innovations of this paper are as follows:
(1) In this paper, a collaboration platform is proposed to maximize system profits in multi-task crowdsourcing networks. Based on the proposed collaboration platform, a Collaborative Multi-Tasks Data Collection Scheme (CMDCS) is proposed to realize the selection of task and data collector in order to maximize system profits.
(2) In task selection aspect, a task selection scheme based on Task Unit Bid is proposed to select sensing tasks that can bring more profits to the system. Task Unit Bid is the ratio of task bid to the amount of data which are needed to collect of sensing tasks. Task Unit Bid is used to determine the performing order of sensing tasks to ensure that sensing tasks which can bring high profits to the system can be performed first, so as to improve system profits.
(3) A data collector selection method is proposed to maximize system platform profit greedily. Contribution Density is proposed to measure the contribution of a single data collector to a specific sensing task. In the execution of a sensing task, CMDCS chooses a data collector set that maximizes sensing task profit by calculating and updating the value of Contribution Density to optimize key performance indicators of data collection.
(4) Finally, a large number of experiments were carried out to verify the effectiveness of our proposed strategy. Experiments show that compared with the traditional data collection strategies Random Task selection and Coverage First Reporter selection (RTCFR), which didn't apply the Task Unit Bid and Contribution Density, the system profit of the proposed strategy is improved by 92.08%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review related work in Section II. In Section III, we describe the system model and formulate the problem of our data collection strategy. Sections IV present the details of CMDCS. We evaluate the proposed CMDCS scheme via various experiments in Section V. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The emergence of crowdsourcing provides a new paradigm for many data-based applications. With the development of smart devices such as iPad, mobile phone, iPod, smart watch, the smart city and smart home is possible to be realized [41] , [42] . These intelligent sensing devices are not only huge in number, but also cover a wide range of sensing areas. These devices, combined with various static sensing devices deployed in traditional environment, realize the Omni-directional perception of monitoring targets. With the development of technology, these smart devices not only have the capabilities of communication, storage and computing, but also have the capability of flexible mobility. For example, smartphones and on-board sensing devices will move continuously with the movement of people or vehicle which has wide range, high frequency and large scale, forming a sensing network. Among these smart devices, various sensor components are configured, such as cameras, microphones, positioning devices, gravity sensing devices, temperature sensor, infrared sensing devices etc. [43] . With a variety of built-in sensor components, smart devices can sense and report various kinds of data in the sensing scene. Complex and large-scale crowdsourcing applications can be built by mobile IoT devices which are distributed throughout the city, such as real-time traffic detection [44] , air quality detection applications [45] , and noise pollution detection applications [46] .
In real life, the sensing tasks published by some applications are very large, which need to collect a large amount of data as the basis for constructing advanced services [47] , [48] . Although the sensing tasks may have large scale, these tasks can be decomposed into a large number of repetitive and simple operations. Therefore, a single sensing task may be very large and complex which cannot be completed by a single smart device, but fortunately, the corresponding sensing task can be completed by the collaboration of multiple mobile smart devices.
A. THE ARCHITECTURE OF CROWDSOURCING NETWORK
The main entities in a typical crowdsourcing network can be abstracted into three parts as shown in Figure 1 . (1) Sensing task publisher. The publisher of a sensing task is application. These applications publish the corresponding sensing tasks based on the needs of constructing advanced services. The publisher of the task needs to build the application by collecting a certain amount of data within a certain range to provide advanced services to the final user. Publishers of sensing tasks need to provide specific data collection requirements of sensing tasks. Task publishers also have to provide certain bids to pay for data collectors and maintain system operations. The publisher of the task filters, refines, and processes the collected data, and finally builds the application to provide advanced services to the end user. (2) System platform. The system platform is the key to sensing task scheduling and allocation. The publisher of the sensing task only publishes the task requirements and task bids. How to select and pay for the data collector to complete the task is determined by the system platform. Data collectors are only responsible for collecting and reporting data. The publisher of the sensing task does not pay directly to the data collector. The system platform pays the data collector instead. (3) The data collector is the ultimate performer of the sensing task. The data collector is the carrier of Internet of Things (IoT) in the crowdsourcing network, which is the holder of the smart device [49] , [50] . Data collectors are mobile users who hold smart devices, distributed in various parts of the city, with high mobility, intelligence, and flexibility. As shown in Figure 1 , the data collectors are spread all over the city which is displayed in the right part of the Figure 1 . Task publisher publishes the requirements for data to plaform. The platform allocates the sensing tasks to the data collectors. The selected data collectors report data to platform which will be returned to the task publishers.
The crowdsourcing system recruits a large number of data collectors through certain incentive mechanisms. With the collaboration of data collectors, crowdsourcing can complete large-scale complex sensing applications that are difficult for individual data collectors to complete. As a new data collection scheme, crowdsourcing has become a research hotspot due to its flexibility and low cost. The current crowdsourcing research mainly focuses on incentive mechanism, task assignment and scheduling, as well as application quality and privacy protection.
B. INCENTIVE MECHANISM IN CROWDSOURCING
In order to recruit enough data collectors to complete a sensing task and maintain a certain number of data collectors, the system platform needs to pay a certain amount of reward to motivate the data collector. Because in the process of data sensing, acquisition, and transmission, data collectors will spend time, energy, electricity, money and other costs on data collection. Without a certain incentive, the enthusiasm of data collectors to participate in perceived tasks will be relatively low [51] , [52] . In addition, data collectors face security issues like privacy leaking in the participation of data collection [53] . Because the data collection requirements released by the task publisher are often related to time and location, the privacy of data collector may be leaked when reporting the data. Therefore, crowdsourcing networks need to provide certain rewards to increase the enthusiasm of data collectors to participate in sensing tasks. In crowdsourcing, there is often a game relationship between sensing task publishers and data collectors. The task publisher expects to complete the sensing task at a lower price with guaranteed quality. Data collectors expect to get higher rewards as much as possible. At present, the incentive mechanism in the crowdsourcing network can be divided into two modes [54] . One is the platform-centric incentive mechanism, and the other is the user-centric incentive mechanism. The ''user'' mentioned in [50] is called data collector in this paper. In the platform-centric incentive mechanism, the Stackelberg game design is adopted. The platform will first set a certain amount of reward, and the data collector will compete for the execution of the task according to the reward set by the platform. Under the leadership of the platform, the Stackelberg balance was finally achieved. In the user-centric incentive mechanism, users have more active control over compensation. User-centric incentive mechanisms are based on auction theory. The user participates in the sensing task with the auction bid. However, this method is not suitable for applications with high real-time requirements. Research [55] considers the game relationship between data collectors and task publishers. Social reputation mechanism is applied to the crowdsourcing network system to maximize the platform's efficiency. Research [56] combines the advantages of online incentives and offline incentives. The candidate data collector is first selected in a static manner, and then the final winner is selected by the dynamic bidding from the candidate collectors. However, these incentives do not consider task performing order. Research [57] proposes an online auction model that expects to complete a sensing task before the deadline under a limited budget. However, this online auction model may not be able to complete the sensing task within the specified time due to the uncertainty of the arrival of the data collector.
C. TASK ALLOCATION AND SCHEDULING IN CROWDSOURCING NETWORKS
Although a large number of IoTs are recruited in crowdsourcing network, how to allocate and schedule sensing tasks is VOLUME 7, 2019 still a challenging issue. In a crowdsourcing network, there are often multiple sensing tasks. Due to the limited number of data collectors, not all sensing tasks can be completed. Therefore, there is a certain competitive relationship between sensing tasks. How to schedule and assign sensing tasks is the key to improving system efficiency. Researchers [58] propose a multi-task crowdsourcing model. In order to improve the reliability of the completion of the sensing task, the model assigns the sensing task to the data collector multiple times. The model minimizes the total price of the sensing system by minimizing the number of assignment. The model does not take the competitive relationship between multiple sensing tasks into account. Although multiple assignments can improve the quality and reliability of the sensing task, it also occupies the system storage resources and brings a large computational overhead. Research [59] considered the task allocation method for quality assurance. Task is assigned through F-score. However, the research did not consider the perform order and the bid of the task. So although it can improve the quality of the task, it does not maximize the system profits. Research [60] proposes a framework for adaptive allocation of sensing tasks. The quality of sensing task is guaranteed by the several fixed indicators. Research [61] considers privacy protection in sensing task assignments. In order to protect the location information of the data collector when assigning the location-related sensing tasks, the task assignment is determined at the situation that the location information of tasks is hiden.
In summary, there is still a lack of a complete data collection model for multi-task crowdsourcing that maximizes system benefits, which can take into account the workload of sensing tasks, bids, and matching degree of data collectors to sensing tasks. Therefore, how to select and assign sensing tasks that can maximize system profits for sensing tasks is an important issue that needs to be solved.
III. SYSTEM MODELS AND PROBLEM STATEMENTS A. SYSTEM MODEL
A large number of data-based applications need to sense and collect data at specific locations and at specific times. According to the different end-service objects of the application, the data collection tasks that need to be completed are also different. For example, for air quality monitoring applications, in order to measure air pollution in a city, air quality data need to be collected at different locations. For the real-time traffic applications, it is necessary to collect traffic data at a specific time of the main road area in urban area. In crowdsourcing networks, an application is abstracted as a sensing task. In an intelligent city, there are many applications that need to be built, which means there are many sensing tasks. Suppose that there are m sensing tasks in the crowdsourcing network, which can be expressed as:
In order to accomplish these sensing tasks, it is necessary to recruit a certain amount of data collectors to perform the data collection. Due to the limitation of data collection time and location of a single data collector, a sensing task usually requires multiple data collectors to collaborate to perform the task. Therefore, there are a large number of candidate data collectors in the crowdsourcing system which can be expressed as:
A large number of data collectors move in smart cities to collect data for crowdsourcing tasks. The crowdsourcing network can select the appropriate data collectors from the candidate data collectors distributed in the smart city to collaborate to complete the sensing task.
In crowdsourcing networks, the detection areas where applications need to collect data are divided into p grids and all grids are numbered. The monitoring area of the whole city can be expressed as:
Data-based applications need to collect data not only at specific locations, but also at specific times. For example, meteorological monitoring applications need to collect data at different times of the day to complete weather forecasting. According to the application requirements, the sensing time T of the whole sensing task is divided into a series of time periods, which can be expressed as:
In crowdsourcing network, task publishers publish sensing tasks to the platform, as well as information of data needed to be collected by sensing tasks, such as location, time and type of data. Different sensing task collection requirements are published according to different application requirements.
Different sensing tasks need to collect different types of data. In addition, different sensing tasks need to collect data at different time and location. x i k,l = 1 denotes that sensing task A i needs to collect data d i k,l at location G k , and time T l . x i k,l = 0 denotes that sensing task A i doesn't need to collect data d i k,l at location G k , and time T l . Then the expected sampling data matrix of sensing task A i can be expressed as follows:
In
, and
In order to recruit a sufficient number of data collectors, task publishers also need to pay a certain fee for sensing tasks. At the same time, due to the different benefits, workload, budget of the sensing task, the bid of different sensing tasks is also different. If the bid paid by task A i is P i , then the bid set of task A i can be expressed as:
Then a single sensing task can be denoted as:
For a single data collector, energy, electricity, flow, time and other costs will be produced when collecting data. Therefore, when collecting data, the data collector expects to receive a certain amount of reward to cover its expenses and to obtain a certain amount of profit. The expected reward of data collector C j is R j , and the expected reward set of data collector is R j :
Although gaining reward can reduce the cost of data collectors and increase the enthusiasm to collect data, individual data collectors may not be able to submit data on their trajectory location at sampling time due to different data collection environments, activity patterns, signal intensity and power resources of data collectors. Using s j k,l = 1 to indicate that data collector C j can collect sensing data at grid location G k and sensing time T l . s j k,l = 0 indicates that data collector C j cannot collect sensing data at grid location G k and sensing time T l . Then the sample matrix of data collected by data collector C j can be expressed as:
Then a single data collector can be denoted as:
A single data collector, due to its limited resources, can only provide data for a single sensing task which leads to competition between different sensing tasks when selecting data collectors. At the same time, when selecting data collectors, a single task also wants to select a data collector with lower cost and higher efficiency to complete the sensing task. Therefore, while selecting data collectors for a single task, there is also a certain competition among data collectors.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
Although task publishers publish data collection requirements when publishing sensing tasks, the data collection requirements of sensing tasks are not always met in the actual data collection process. The sensing task which has a certain span in time and location, is difficult to be accomplished by a single data collector. Fortunately, through the collaboration of multiple data collectors, it is possible to satisfy the requirements of the sensing tasks. However, due to the limitations of the distribution and number of data collectors, sensing tasks often fail to obtain the desired data sample matrix. The selected data collectors may collect multiple data at some sampling points while may collect no data at other sampling points.
For the sensing task A i , the data collector selected by the platform is:
Because each data collector carries limited resources, each data collector can only participate in one sensing task. The reward set that the platform has to pay for the data collector is as follows:
To accomplish the sensing task A i , the total reward that the system has to pay is F i :
The net profit of the system platform by performing sensing task A i = {D i , P i } is:
Only when E i > 0, can the sensing task bring profits to the system and will platform assign data collectors to complete sensing tasks. In crowdsourcing network, if the bid of sensing task is too low, it is difficult for the system platform to find enough data collectors to complete the sensing task. In addition, if the number of data collectors in the crowdsourcing network is insufficient to cover all tasks, it may also lead to the failure of the sensing task. The sensing tasks that the system can ultimately accomplish can be expressed as:
Then the income set that the system can achieve by completing these tasks is as follows:
The total income B the system can obtained is:
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The total reward paid to the data collector for completing the sensing task set A is:
The main objectives of this paper are as follows:
The sensing tasks set completed by platform is A. The system platform can obtain the corresponding amount of income by completing these tasks. At the same time, the platform needs to pay the reward to the selected data collectors to motivate the data collector to complete these sensing tasks. Then the total net profit of the system is as follows:
One of the objectives of this paper is to maximize the profit of the system as much as possible. Namely:
2) MAXIMIZING TASK COMPLETION RATE
On the premise of guaranteeing system profit, the system hopes to meet the data collection needs of different tasks as many as possible. Therefore, the task completion rate is:
In which, | | represents the number of elements in the corresponding set.
Therefore, one of the objectives of this study is to maximize the task completion rate.
In summary, how to select sensing tasks and schedule data collectors to maximize system profit, improve sensing task completion rate are the main objectives of this paper, which can be denoted as follows:
IV. SCHEME DESIGN
To state the parameter of this paper clearly, the main notions introduced in this paper can be found in table 1.
A. MOTIVATION
(1) Lack of a Task Selection Approach to Maximize System Profit In crowdsourcing network, there are multiple tasks and multiple data collectors, as shown in Figure 2 . The request of sensing task is submitted to platform. After receiving the request of the sensing task, the platform will try to find suitable data collector group to perform the sensing tasks. But due to the limited number of data collectors, not all the sensing task can find the suitable data collector group. In the past, most studies focused on how to select data collectors for a single sensing task, ignoring the relationship between multiple sensing tasks and the performing order of tasks. In fact, the task performing order is closely related to system profits. Because of the limited number of data collectors, the task which is selected firstly by the system has higher possibility to be completed. Some sensing tasks may not be able to find enough data collectors to perform the sensing task like task4 shown in Figure 2 .
In fact, in crowdsourcing systems, not every published sensing task can be accomplished because there are not always enough data collectors. In other words: 0 ≤ ≤ 1 = 0 when no sensing task is completed in the system; = 1 when all sensing tasks are completed in the system. However, in the actual process, the completion rate is often less than 1. There are two main reasons why sensing tasks cannot be accomplished. First, the number of data collectors in the crowdsourcing system is limited. The time and space span of sensing tasks are large, and it is difficult for a single data collector to complete them independently. Sensing tasks must be carried out through the collaboration of multiple data collectors. If the number of candidate data collectors recruited in the crowdsourcing network system is too small, it will be difficult to collect the amount of data that can meet the task requirements. Secondly, the data collected by data collectors may not be uniformly distributed. Sensing tasks may need to collect data that are not accessible by data collectors. Because of the limited range of activities of data collectors and the limited time to collect data, even if multiple data collectors work together, the sensing tasks may not be able to accomplish.
In fact, the difficulty of accomplishing different sensing tasks and the profits to the system are different. For example, it is more difficult for sensing tasks to collect late-night sensing data than daytime data. At the same time, it is more difficult to collect data in remote areas than in areas where data collectors are concentrated. In addition, different sensing tasks bring different profits to the system. According to the different characteristics of applications, the completion of sensing tasks can bring different profits to the system. Therefore, different sensing tasks offer different bid according to the benefits of constructing applications to provide services. The net profit of the system by completing the sensing task A i is E i as shown in Eq. 6.
Only when E i > 0, can the sensing task bring profits to the system. When E i < 0, the completion of the sensing task will not increase the profit of the crowdsourcing network, which is a waste of system resources.
However, due to the difficulty of different sensing tasks, even if the task offers the same bid, the profits to the system are different. Different sensing tasks require different amounts and locations of data to be collected. Assume two sensing tasks A 1 = {D 1 , 42} and A 2 = {D 2 , 40}. If A 1 expects to collect more data, it may need to recruit more data collectors to carry out sensing tasks.
Sensing task A 1 and A 2 expect to collect data set D 1 and D 2 as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. Although sensing tasks A 1 and A 2 have the same task bid, the number of data that sensing task A 1 need to collect is 11 and sensing task A 2 need to collect is 6. Figure. at different location and time. Because different data collectors may have different costs and expectation, the expected reward of different data collectors is also different.
The platform needs to select a certain number of data collectors from the candidate data collector set for the sensing tasks A 1 and A 2 to complete the sensing tasks. Figure 6 is a selection of data collectors to complete the sensing task A 1 . And the gray grid in Figure 6 represents that sensing task A 1 needs to collect data at that sampling point. Data collectors are represented as: C j = S j , R j . The different shapes in Figure 6 represent data sets collected by different data collectors, namely S j . R j is replaced by specific values in Figure 6 . The data collector set selected by the system platform to complete the sensing task A 1 is: Figure 7 is the selection of data collector set to complete sensing task A 2 . The gray grid in Figure 7 represents the sensing task A 2 needs to collect data at this sampling point. The data collector set selected by the system platform to complete the sensing taskA 2 is W 2 = {C 3 , C 6 }. As can be seen from Figure 6 and Figure 7 , more data collectors need to be recruited for sensing task A 1 than the sensing task A 2 because A 1 need to collects more data than sensing task A 1 . Therefore, the system needs to spend more cost on task A 1 . To complete the sensing task A 1 , the system needs to pay the data collector reward for task A 1 is F 1 :
To complete the sensing task A 2 , the system needs to pay the data collector reward for task A 2 is F 2 :
The profit that the system platform can achieved by accomplishing sensing task A 1 is E 1 :
The profit that the system platform can achieved by accomplishing sensing task A 2 is E 2 :
Therefore, although the bid of sensing task A 1 is higher, sensing task A 2 can bring greater profits to the system. So, the higher the bid of the sensing task does not mean the higher the profit of the sensing task. The profit of the sensing task is not only closely related to the task bid, but also related to the data sampling point and the number of data needed to be collected of the sensing task. Traditional task selection is usually in a random way or only considers the task bid. In traditional way, the platform may select the sensing tasks that bring less profit to the system firstly which may lead failure to the task with higher profit because of the lack of data collector. Therefore, how to synthetically consider the bid of sensing tasks and how to determine the performing order of sensing tasks to maximize the system profit is a problem to be solved in the multi-task crowdsourcing network.
(2) Lack of a data collector set selection strategy that minimizes data collection costs
In order to maximize the system profits, we should also reduce the cost of data collection as much as possible. There may be different combinations of data collectors for the same sensing task. Different selections of data collector set have different data collection costs. Because different data collectors cover different data sampling points, it is necessary to select data collectors who can cover as many sampling points of corresponding task as possible. The total collected data of the selected data collector set must cover the data sampling points required by the sensing task in order to ensure the quality of the sensing task. Otherwise, it may lead to the failure of sensing tasks.
Due to the limitations of the scope, time, power and energy of a single data collector, a sensing task is usually accomplished by multiple data collectors through collaboration. Therefore, when choosing data collectors to perform the corresponding sensing tasks, we hope to select a set of data collectors to maximize the system efficiency. In addition to the data collector selection method shown in Figure 7 , the sensing task A 2 shown in Figure 4 can also be accomplished by selecting the data collector according to Figure 8 .
When the selected data collector is W 2 = {C 3 , C 6 }, the system platform have to pay the reward: At this time, the profit by accomplishing the sensing task A 2 is:
When the selected data collector is W 2 = {C 2 , C 3 , C 4 }, the system platform have to pay the reward:
At this time, the profit by accomplishing the sensing task A 2 is:
Although more data collectors need to be recruited in the data collection model shown in Figure 8 , the total cost is lower than the data collection model shown in Figure 7 . Although both data collector selection can accomplish sensing tasks, Figure 8 pays lower fees and therefore brings higher system benefits.
Therefore, for a single task, how to establish a data collector selection strategy, which can reduce the cost of data collection on the premise of ensuring the completion of the task, is the key to improve the efficiency of the system.
B. COLLABORATIVE MULTI-TASKS DATA COLLECTION SCHEME (CMDCS) 1) THE SELECTION OF TASK
Because not every sensing task can be completed, the sensing task that is selected to be performed first is more likely to be completed. The system hopes to give priority to the sensing tasks that bring greater profits to the system. Because the profit of sensing tasks cannot be calculated in advance, it is impossible to directly determine the performing order of sensing tasks by the profit directly. However, the profit of sensing tasks is related to the cost of the system platform. Higher bid and lower cost of sensing tasks will bring more profits to the system. But the cost of sensing tasks is also unpredictable. Sensing tasks that require more data are more likely to bring higher costs to the platform.
Traditional crowdsourcing usually uses random task performing order or determines task performing order according to the task bid. If the performing order of task is determined only by the task bid, as shown in Figures 3 and 4 , between the sensing tasks A 1 and A 2 , the high-bid sensing tasks will be preferentially selected. Because P 1 > P 2 , the sensing task A 1 will be preferentially selected by the system. In order to accomplish the sensing task A 1 , the system will select the data collector set W 1 = {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 }. Because of the limited sensing ability of the data collector, a data collector can only participate in one sensing task. Therefore, the data collector selected by the sensing task A 1 will be deleted from the candidate data collector set.
After the completion of the sensing task A 1 , the sensing task A 2 cannot be performed due to the lack of data collectors. But in fact, sensing task A 2 can bring great profits to the system. Therefore, if only considering the bid of the sensing task in a traditional way, ignoring the difference of the sensing task in sampling data, we cannot make the choice to maximize the system profits. Therefore, when choosing sensing tasks, the relationship between the bid of tasks and the expected sampling data matrix must be considered comprehensively. The more data the sensing task needs to collect, the more likely it will need to recruit more data collectors, which means more data collection costs will be brought. Therefore, considering the sensing task bid P i and the sample data amount Y i , Task Unit Bid H is proposed. Task Unit Bid H i of perception task A i is:
The task with high Task Unit bid H will be selected by the platform first. And the platform will find appropriate data collector to perform it. Task Unit bid H 1 of sensing task A 1 shown in Figure 3 is:
Task Unit Bid H 2 of sensing task A 2 shown in Figure 4 is:
Because H 2 > H 1 , the sensing task A 2 will be preferentially selected by the platform. For each sensing task, the selected data collector will be deleted from the candidate data collector set.
2) THE OPTIMAL SELECTION OF DATA REPORTER
When the number of sensing task in task set A is 1, the problem is simplified as how to select a data collector set that can cover the expected data sampling points for one task while reduce the cost of the data collector set as much as possible at the same time. Because data collectors will incur a certain amount of overhead when collecting data, each data collector will expect to receive a certain amount of reward. Data collectors expect to cover the expenses incurred in the process of data collection and to make a certain profit by obtaining reward. Therefore, the main cost of crowdsourcing system comes from the payment of data collectors. Other costs are not the focus of this study. The calculation of the cost in this paper ignores other operating costs of the system and only considers the payment of data collector. If the bid of the sensing task is insufficient to pay the reward of data collectors, then the task will not be performed because the completion of the sensing task will not bring any benefit to the system.
After the selection of the sensing tasks, the bid of the sensing tasks is determined. Therefore, how to minimize the reward cost F i of the sensing task becomes the key to improve the profit of the system. When selecting the data collectors, the ultimate goal is to select the minimum cost data collector set for task A i . Therefore, when choosing a data collector, we should consider not only the cost of the single data collector, but also the contribution of the data collector to the task. The more data collected by the data collector can cover the data sampling point required by the sensing task, the greater the contribution of the data collector to the task. The data set collected by data collector is S i . Then the data collected by data collector C j = S j , R j that can cover the sampling data needed by sensing task A i is as follows:
Then the number of data collected by data collector C j that cover the sampling data needed by sensing task A i is N j i :
Therefore, when choosing a data collector for the task A i , we should consider not only the reward paid to the data collector, but also the number of data that the data collector can cover for the task A i . If the data collected by data collector does not cover the needed data of the sensing task, it is meaningless to select the data collector for the task even if the data collector's expected reward is low. Therefore, considering the expected reward of the data collector and the contribution degree of the data collector to the sensing task, the Contribution Density S is proposed. The Contribution Density of the data collector C j to the sensing task A i is S i j :
Contribution Density is a comprehensive measure of data collector's coverage of sensing task and data collector's reward. The data collector is selected by the system platform according to the Contribution Density S of the data collector. If the data collector covers more data of task, or has lower the expected reward, the Contribution Density S i j of C j to sensing task A i will be larger. When data collector C j does not cover any data required by task A i , it can be expressed as:
The Contribution Density is: S i j = 0 which indicates the data collector has no contribution to the sensing task. And the data collector has no contribution will not be selected to participate in the sensing task. After the current task A i is selected, the system platform calculates the Contribution Density of the remaining candidate data collectors relative to the task A i , and then chooses the data collector with the largest Contribution Density(which is bigger than 0) to join the set W i . It should be noted that after each data collector is selected, the Contribution Density of the remaining data collectors is recalculated.
3) OVERALL TASK PERFORM PROCESS
On the whole, the bid, the number of data samples expected to be collected and the distribution of data sampling points of the tasks are different. If the optimal set of data collectors is found on the same candidate data collector, the selection sensing tasks will influence each other. Therefore, CMDCS decides the performing order of sensing tasks and the selection of data collectors according to greedy strategies. CMDCS determines the order of task performing according to Task Unit Bid of sensing tasks to maximize system profit. The task with larger Task Unit Bid will be performed first. The system ranks all sensing tasks according to Task Unit Bid H. Task Unit Bid set of sensing task set A is H A :
The sorted task set is:
The system platform performs the unassigned sensing tasks according to the sorted set A sorted . When the sensing take A i is selected by the system to perform the sensing task A i , it is necessary to select the optimal set of data collectors to carry out the task. Firstly, the platform calculates the Contribution Density S of all unselected data collectors to sensing task A i . Contribution Density set of candidate data collectors to sensing task A i is as follows:
The sorted Contribution Density set is:
The platform select the data collector with largest Contribution Density to join the data collector set W i of the sensing task. And each time a data collector is selected, the Contribution Density of the remaining data collectors is updated. When a data collector C j is selected, the data sample of sensing task data covered by the data collector C j is deleted from the expected sampling data matrix of the sensing task. At the same time, the selected data collector is deleted from the candidate data collector set. When the sensing task has selected the data collector C j , the expected sampling data matrix of the sensing task A i will be updated as:
Then, the Contribution Density of the remaining data collector is recalculated according to the updated expected sampling data matrix until the task is completed or the task is failed to be performed. There are two cases of sensing task performing failure. The first is that there are no unselected data collectors before the sensing task is completed. When the sensing task A i is performed, the set of remaining data collectors that are not selected is:
If C = ∅ and the sensing task is still not completed, then the sensing task fails to perform. The second case is that although there are still remaining unselected data collectors, the Contribution Density of the remaining data collectors to the sensing task A i is 0 after updating. In this case, the selection of data collectors cannot complete the sensing task. Therefore, the sensing task fails.
After the sensing task fails, the data collector selected by the sensing task will be released back into the candidate data collector set. Namely:
If the sensing task is successfully performed, the task will be added to the completed sensing task set A. Whether the sensing task is successfully performed or not, the traversed sensing task will be deleted from the candidate task set. Namely:
After the currently selected sensing tasks are traversed, the system platform will continue to traverse the next sensing task according to the sorted sensing task set A sorted until all the sensing tasks have been traversed or there are no unselected data collectors.
For task A 1 and task A 2 shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , Task Unit Bid H 1 of task A 1 is less than Task Unit Bid H 2 of task A 2 , so sensing task A 2 will be performed first.
In order to select a set of data collectors for sensing task A 2 , the Contribution Density S of all candidate data collectors relative to sensing task A 2 is calculated. The covered data of each data collector for sensing task A 2 is shown in Figure 9 , where the gray grid represents the location of data needed to be collected by sensing task A 2 . Table 2 shows the calculated Contribution Density of candidate data collectors.
After sorting the data collectors according to the Contribution Density S 1 j , the data collector C 2 with the largest Contribution Density is selected and deleted from the candidate data collector. Re-update the expected sampling matrix of sensing task A 2 and recalculating the Contribution Density of the remaining candidate data collectors that are not selected. According to the updated expected sampling matrix D i , the Contribution Density of the remaining unselected data collectors is recalculated. Table 3 shows the Contribution Density of the updated candidate data collectors after the selection of data collector C 2 .
After sorting the data collectors according to the Contribution Density S 1 j , the data collector C 3 with the largest Contribution Density is selected and deleted from the candidate collection. Re-update the expected data sampling matrix of sensing task A 2 and recalculate the Contribution Density of the remaining candidate data collectors that are not selected. Finally, data collector C 4 is selected. Sensing task A 2 is successfully performed. The main steps of CMDCS algorithm can be expressed as:
Step1: Task Unit Bid set H A of sensing task set A is calculated and sorted in descending order to obtain the sorted candidate task set A sorted .
Step2: If the current candidate task set A = ∅, according to the sorted order, the sensing task with largest H will be selected. If the current set of candidate tasks A = ∅, the algorithm ends.
Step3: If the current candidate data collector set C = ∅, the data collector with largest Contribution Density S will be selected. If the current set of candidate data collectors C = ∅, the algorithm ends.
Step4: If S i (1) > 0, the corresponding data collector is added to the data collector set W i of the sensing task. Update the sampling data matrix of the sensing task and determine whether the sensing task is completed. If the sensing task is not completed and E i > 0, return to Step3. If E i < 0, then go to Step5. If the task is completed, or S i (1) = 0, go to Step5 Step5: Delete the sensing task from candidate task set A. Return to Step2 to perform the next sensing task.
The details of the CMDCS is shown in Algorithm 1.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed strategy CMDCS, we use different task publisher sets and data collector sets to test the proposed strategy. We compare the proposed CMDCS strategy with four other schemes: Random Task selection with Contribution Density Reporter selection (RTCDR), Random Task selection with Coverage First Reporter selection (RTCFR), Unit Bid task selection with Coverage First Reporter selection (UBCFR), Bid Order task selection with Coverage First Reporter selection (BOCFR). The proposed strategy CMDCS uses Task Unit Bid to determine the performing order of sensing task. CMDCS is based on Contribution Density to select data collectors for sensing tasks. RTCDR strategy selects sensing tasks in a random way. RTCDR use the definition of Contribution Density of CMDCS to assign data collectors to sensing tasks. Similarly, RTCFR determines the performing order of sensing tasks in a random manner. When selecting data collectors, RTCFR makes the choice based on the amount of data that the data collector covers of the sensing task. And each time a data collector is selected, the covered data of remaining data collectors to task is updated. In this strategy, when choosing data collectors, the expected reward of data collector is not taken into account. When UBCFR determines the performing order of sensing tasks, the Unit Bid of sensing tasks is used to determine the performing order of tasks, just like CMDCS. When choosing a data collector, UBCFR depends on the amount of data that the data collector covers the sensing tasks. Select task A (i) from set A sorted 11:
WhileA (i) is not completed && C = ∅ && Mark = 0 // if mark=0, the task is failed 12:
For j=1 to n 13:
Compute S i j of each data collector C j 14:
End for 15:
C sorted =Sort all data collector according to S i j 16 :
Update expected data set of task A When choosing sensing tasks, BOCFR strategy chooses tasks according to the bid of sensing tasks. When choosing a data collector, it also depends on the amount of data that the data collector covers the sensing task.
A. THE EVALUATION OF DATA COLLECTOR
In the experiment, in order to simulate the actual data collection process, each data collector can only provide a single sample data per unit time. For data collector C j :
Different sensing tasks collect different types of data. For example, noise detection applications need to collect collected noise information at a certain data sampling point. Air quality detection application need to collect air quality-related information at the sampling point. Because of limited computing, communication resources and storage capabilities, a single data collector can only participate in one sensing task. That is to say, after the data collector is selected, it can no longer participate in the other sensing tasks.
Different from data collectors, task publishers can request multiple data per unit time. Therefore, although it is difficult for a single data collector to complete the sensing task, fortunately, through the collaboration of multiple data collectors, the sensing task can be accomplished. Figure 11 is the expected sampling data of a single sensing task which is randomly selected from the task set. Data sampling points for task publishers are random. Different sensing tasks have different data sampling requirements at different locations and times. In order to verify the effectiveness of CMDCS, a fixed set of task publishers and data collectors is firstly used to test and compare. Figure 12 shows a statistical graph of the total data required by the task publisher set when the number of task publishers is 60. The minimum amount of data needed by the whole task publisher set at the sampling point is 22. Fig. 13 is a data statistic graph of the total data collected by the data collector when the number of data collectors is 500. As can be seen from Figures 12 and 13 , the total data collected by the data collector set is not able to exactly cover the sampling points required by the sensing task set which result that not all sensing tasks can be accomplished. The completion of a single sensing task requires the collaboration of multiple data collectors. Only when the number of data collectors in the system reaches a certain level, can all sensing tasks be completed which is unrealistic in practical application scenarios. Figure 14 shows the bid of the sensing task when the number of sensing tasks is 60. Figure 15 shows the expected reward of data collectors when the number of data collectors is 500. As can be seen from Figure 14 , bids for different sensing tasks are randomly distributed between (0, 100). The expected reward of data collectors is randomly distributed between (0, 25). Sensing task bid does not reflect the workload of the task. Low-bid sensing tasks may need to collect a large number of sensing data. Similarly, the expected reward of data collectors does not necessarily reflect the real workload of data collectors. Some data collectors expect low reward because of lower expectations under the same workload. Therefore, a sensing task selection method and data collector allocation method which can maximize the system profit are very important. 
B. THE EVALUATION OF CMDCS
In order to verify the effectiveness of CMDCS, a fixed set of sensing tasks and a set of data collectors are used to verify the proposed strategy. The total profit of different strategies of the system is shown in Figure 16 which is calculated at the task set in Figure 12 and data collector set in Figure 13 . CMDCS brings the highest profits to the system. When the number of sensing tasks is 60 and the number of data collectors is 500, compared with RTCDR, RTCFR, UBCFR and BOCFR, CMDCS strategy improves the profits by 29.04%, 92.08%, 92.08% and 92.08%, respectively. Figure 17 is a comparison of the number of sensing tasks completed by different strategies when the number of data collectors is 500 and the number of sensing tasks is 60. As can be seen from Figures 16 and 17 , although RTCDR accomplishes more sensing tasks, the achieved profits are less than CMDCS strategy. The other three strategies, RTCFR, UBCFR and BOCFR, are far inferior to CMDCS in terms of completed sensing task number and system profit. As can be seen from Figure 16 and Figure 17 , CMDCS and RTCDR strategies are obviously superior to the other three strategies. It shows that the improvement of data collector's allocation and selection strategy can greatly improve the performance of the system. The data collector selection strategy of RTCDR strategy based on the Contribution Density is the same as CMDCS, while RTCFT, UBCFR and BOCFR strategies all use the data coverage to select data collectors. Therefore, RTCDR and CMDCS have higher profits than the other three strategies. Compared with RTCDR strategy, CMDCS strategy has been further optimized in task selection, so its profits have been further improved. Figure 18 shows the number of data collectors and bids of the sensing tasks selected by RTCDR. Figure 19 shows the number of data collectors and bids of the sensing tasks selected by CMDCS. As can be seen from Figures 18 and 19 , the bid for the selected tasks in CMDCS is higher than that of RTCDR, and fewer data collectors are recruited in CMDCS. The system profit brought by CMDCS is the highest. After comparing the profits of different strategies on the fixed sensing task set and the data collector set, the profits of each strategy as the number of data collectors changes are observed. Figure 20 is a comparison of total profits of different strategies on the data collectors set in different number. With the increase of the number of data collectors, the system profits brought by various strategies also increase. Because as the number of data collectors increases, the selection space of the system platform also increases. With the increase of the number of data collectors, CMDCS has more obvious advantages than other strategies. No matter what the number of data collectors is, the system profits of CMDCS are the highest. The data collector selection strategy of RTCDR is also based on Contribution Density which is same as CMDCS, so the profits are higher than the other three strategies. However, because RTCDR does not use Task Unit Bid in task selection, its system profits is still lower than CMDCS. Figure 21 shows the number of data collectors selected by different strategies under different numbers of data collectors. Figure 22 shows the number of sensing tasks completed by different strategies under different numbers of data collectors. As can be seen from Figure 21 , CMDCS can recruit fewer data collectors to accomplish sensing tasks, while bringing higher profits to the system comparing to RTCDR. Because the number of completed tasks of the other strategies is too small, the selected data collector is little. As can be seen from Figure 20 and Figure 22 , although CMDCS performs slightly fewer sensing tasks than RTCDR, it brings higher system profits. RTCDR, UBCFR and BOCFR do not consider the reward when choosing data collectors, so the sensing tasks may fail to be performed because the profit may be less than 0 when completing sensing tasks. Figure 23 is a comparison of profits of different strategies under different number of sensing tasks. As the number of sensing tasks increases, the system profit brought by CMDCS also increases. As the number of sensing tasks increases, CMDCS has more choices when choosing sensing tasks, so the profits of the system can be improved. It can be seen from the Figure 23 that CMDCS brings the highest system profits regardless of the number of sensing tasks. Figure 24 shows the number of completed sensing tasks of different strategies under the different number of sensing tasks. As can be seen from the Figure 24 , with the increase of the number of sensing tasks, the number of sensing tasks completed by different strategies is increasing. Although CMDCS has a slightly lower number of completed tasks than other strategies, the system profits are the highest among these strategies. Figure 25 shows the number of selected data collectors of different strategies under different number of sensing tasks. Because of the limited number of data collectors, the number of selected data collectors gradually stabilizes after the number of sensing tasks increases to a certain extent. RTCFR, UBCFR and BOCFR recruit fewer data collectors because the number of tasks they can accomplish is small. Figure 26 shows the profit of different strategies under different data sampling ranges. With the range of sensing tasks increases, the number of sensing tasks and data collectors remain unchanged. With the increase of the data sampling range, the system profits of different strategies are gradually decreasing. Because with the increase of the data sampling range, the system needs to recruit more data collectors to complete the corresponding sensing tasks. Because the number of data collectors is limited and unchanged, as shown in Figure 27 , the number of sensing tasks that can be accomplished decreases continuously. As the number of completed tasks decreases, the number of selected data collectors decreases, as shown in Figure 28 . Regardless of the data sampling range of sensing tasks, the system profits brought by CMDCS strategy are always the highest. 
VI. CONCLUSION
With the fast development of objects/things embedded with various sensors and softwares, it is possible for IoT to construct exciting applications such as smart city, smart home. Dut to the widespread IoT, a new data collection scheme crowdsourcing arises. To collect sufficient data for the applications, sensing tasks is published on the platform by the task publisher in the crowdsourcing network. There are many smart devices which can sense and collect data in the crowdsourcing network. These devices distributed in different part over the city can sense, collect and report data to the platform independently. The holder of the devices is the data collector. The platform has to find suitable data collector set to perform the sensing task.
In this paper, a platform to maximize the profit the system is proposed. The CMDCS data collection strategy is used to select task publishers and data collectors. To select the sensing tasks which can bring higher profits to the system, Task Unit Bid is proposed to determine the task performing order. After the selection of the task, how to select data collector set for the selected sensing tasks to reduce costs becomes the key to maximize the profits of the system. Contribution Density is proposed to measure the contribution of candidate data collectors to the specific sensing tasks. The experiments have verified the efficiency of CMDCS. 
